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A SMALL
COUNTRY
Montenegro is on the up as a
superyacht hub in the Adriatic, with

“

M

ountains like the Alps, fjords like

islands and north to Croatia, Venice and Istria. It

Norway, architecture like Venice,”

now has several marinas to cater for this. Porto

is how Montenegro is described

Montenegro, south of the Croatian border, is the

to me. It’s a surprisingly apt

largest and has plans to grow even further, to

description. This little country in

become the largest superyacht marina in the world.

the Adriatic, sandwiched between

Montenegro is a surprise on many levels. It has

Croatia to the north and Albania to the south, is

big, unspoilt areas of natural beauty: the mountains

two-thirds the size of Wales but has barely a fifth

of the Durmitor National Park, with hill villages

of its population, just over 600,000. A fragment

harking back in time and, near the border with

of centuries of shifting Balkan hegemony, it has

Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia, the Tara River

been forging an independent identity since 2006

gorge, at 1,300m one of the deepest and most

and is increasingly on the agenda of international

spectacular in the world.
The architecture is a fascinating mix, too: the

travellers.
Montenegro sees itself as a perfectly placed

medieval walled town of Kotor sits within the Gulf

hub for superyachts in the central Mediterranean,

of Kotor, a Mediterranean version of a northern

straddling an ever popular route south to the Greek

glacial fjord but in fact cleaved between two
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THINKING
BIG
three marinas and plans for the world’s
biggest. Elaine Bunting reports
massifs, and it is an UNESCO World Heritage area.

inflation had soared to around 90%.

There is a wealth of Venetian architecture from

When the mark was replaced by the euro in 2002,

the 15th century, and a reminder of the influence

Montenegro gained this as well.

of the Catholic church in the shape of Our Lady on

Montenegro has economic problems that could

the Rocks, a picture-perfect blue-domed church

yet hinder convergence. The EU has set a target

that sits on its own island in the bay. In Kotor, the

for the country to be admitted by 2025, but has

splendours of the walled town are contrasted with

acknowledged widespread issues with the rule of

a more recent aesthetic: the brutalist concrete

law and corruption “at all levels of government and

buildings built during the country’s time as a part of

administration”, according to a report published

Yugoslavia. Montenegro is poised on the doorstep

in February by the European Commission. But

of the EU and in the queue to get in.

Montenegro and other countries do receive ‘pre-

The currency is already the euro and when you

accession’ funds and in the last decade there

enquire why, Montenegrins are apt to smile. “It’s a

has been a surge of investment by EU-based

kind of magic!” a local told me. The magic is that

companies. Tourism, too, is taking off, as people

Montenegro was allowed to adopt the German mark

look for places easy to visit within Europe – but

in 2000 when it rejected the dinar, whose rate of

fresh, different and uncrowded.
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PORTO MONTENEGRO
IS IN THE UNESCO
PROTECTED BOCA
BAY AND HAS
THE COUNTRY’S
MOST DEVELOPED
BOATING FACILITIES

THINKING BIG

CROATIA

The facilities for superyachts have existed here

MONTENEGRO

since the development of Porto Montenegro, near
Tivat, a decade ago, and the new owners of the
marina and resort have the space and ambitious
plans to expand the port to become the largest
superyacht marina in the world.

PORTO
MONTENEGRO

Dubrovnik

ITALY

ADRIATIC SEA
Tivat

Podgorica

Rome

But Porto Montenegro is no longer the only large
yacht facility. The country also boats Portonovi, a
60-acre luxury property and megayacht harbour
currently in development in Boka Bay, and,
Lustica Bay, another new large luxury property
development with a 176-berth marina capable of

wealthy businessmen including Oleg Deripaska,

accommodating superyachts up to 35m. In addition

Lord Rothschild and Bernard Arnault, chairman

to these will be a refit and service yard about to be

and CEO of LVMH, Munk purchased the Porto

developed at Herceg Novi, a few miles across the

Montenegro site for €23 million in 2007 and turned

bay from Porto Montenegro. This is a significant

it into a superyacht marina and luxury resort.

development, because in agreement with the

Earlier this year, the business was sold to the

Montenegro government, yachts are entitled to

Investment Corporation of Dubai, Dubai’s sovereign

duty free fuel and taxes on refit and repair work is

wealth fund, whose holdings include Emirates NBD,

capped at 7%.

the largest bank in the United Arab Emirates; the

Porto Montenegro is the first and foremost
of the big yachts facilities in the country. It was
developed from a derelict 24-hectare former ship

Burj Khalifa, in Dubai, the world’s tallest skyscraper;
Emirates airline; and Emirates National Oil Co.
Porto Montenegro is the biggest private-sector

and submarine repair base near Tivat ten years ago.

investment in Montenegro. It has 459 berths, of

The moving spirit in the development was the late

which 127 are for yachts of over 30m. The new

Canadian businessman Peter Munk, famous for

managers have introduced a full-service concierge

having built up Barrick Gold, the world’s largest gold

facility, and are working hard on social activities for

mining company. Together with a group of other

superyacht crew.
Porto Montenegro’s site has room for expansion

The new owners have
the space and ambitious
plans to expand the port
to become the largest
superyacht marina
in the world

up to 850 berths, with 250 for superyachts. Tony
Browne is the marina director and says it “would
make Porto Montenegro the largest superyacht
marina in the world – and we have plans to do that”.
Among other plans is one to build a 400-seat
cinema and concert hall for 2,000 people, and to
build up the existing new yacht club on site with an
international events programme.
David Margason, managing director of

WHETHER THE
ATTRACTIONS
ARE MAN-MADE
OR NATURAL,
MONTENEGRO
HAS SOMETHING
TO OFFER MOST
AGES

Porto Montenegro, is also determined to get the
port and country on the map as a destination for
high profile yachting events. Margason is a keen
and experienced sailor himself, a naval architect
and property developer who brings with him
wide experience ranging from the Bluewater and
Westfield shopping complexes to the Shell Centre in
the UK. He has looked carefully at the programme
at leading clubs such as Costa Smeralda but admits
“it’s easier to want than to get”. Nevertheless, he
has been talking to the RC44 class about bringing
an event to Porto Montenegro within the next two

to get the land in 18 months. In the meantime, we will

years. “We have the infrastructure for it,” Margason

use a floating dry dock.

says. And he adds: “I have a personal ambition to
bring a big classic yacht event here.”

“There are fantastic local skills – this was a big
area for building ships and submarines. And we
are also putting on a big training programme for

LOCAL SKILLS

marine engineers with Damen shipyard.”

Porto Montenegro is also in the process of buying a

Montenegro can’t compete as a base with

former naval shipyard on the other side of Boka Bay

established European centres such as Palma,

at Herceg Novi. It was owned by the Montenegrin

Antibes or Barcelona – not yet anyway – but it does

government but shut down after falling into

offer something different. Novelty, and the ability

disrepair. Following this there was an initiative to

to exceed visitors’ expectations, is the recently

attract private investment to restart the yard.

independent country’s trump card.

“We will use this as a superyacht service and refit

Investors and established companies are

facility in a joint venture with Dutch yard Damen,

well-aware of the level they have to reach to attract

which owns the Amels yard,” Margason explains.

superyacht owners and crews, but they also realise

But he admits: “It’s a very, very difficult project.

they have something special in the location. As

The shipyard was owned by the government at arm’s

greater numbers of owners have to travel further

length and carried out refit and repair facilities for the

in the world to reach places that are off the

region, but had declined and closed. It was put out to

beaten track and not well-travelled, Montenegro

tender for people to take a concession. The site has

is in Europe, still relatively unspoilt, and a lightly

to be remediated and improved and we would hope

populated country within plain sight.

It can’t yet compete with
established European
centres but it does offer
something different: novelty,
and the ability to exceed
visitors’ expectations

